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1. Introduction 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1. A. Roy and R. Shridharan [7] have proved 
that if R is a semilocal ring then for Azumaya R-algebras A, B and C the 
“cancellation law” A ORB -A OR C 3 B = C holds. In this paper we prove 
cancellation theorems for Z/22-graded Azumaya algebras. In the course of proving 
cancellation theorems we develop some structure theorems for Z/2Z-graded Azu- 
maya algebras over a connected semilocal ring (i.e. a semilocal ring with only 
idempotents 0 and 1). 
In what follows R will denote a commutative ring (trivially graded by Z/22) and 
0 will stand for tensor product over R. All graded objects will be graded by Z/22. If 
S is a subset of a graded object, hS will denote the set of homogeneous elements of S 
and &Y = degree of x for x # 0 in hS. Our notations and definitions for graded 
algebras, graded modules and their homomorphisms, opposite algebras, graded 
separable algebras and graded Azumaya algebras are the same as in [8]. Also 
definitions for graded tensor product products and graded centres of graded algebras 
are the same as in [8], but we denote them by 6 and Z respectively. We always 
assume modules to be left unless otherwise specified. 
2. Structure theorems 
In this section first we recall the structure theorems for finite dimensional graded 
central simple algebras over a field and then we generalize these structure theorems 
for graded Azumaya algebras over a connected semilocal ring. In what follows R will 
denote a field in the hypotheses of 2.1, 2.2, . . . , 2.7. 
2.1. Proposition [9. Lemma 41. Let A be a graded central simple R-algebra. Assume 
A1 # 0; then either A0 or IAl is a central simple R-algebra. Moreover if A is finite 
dimensional, then A0 and IAl cannot both be central simple. 
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In what follows by a graded central simple R-algebra we always mean a finite 
dimensional graded central simple R-algebra. 
2.2. Proposition. Let Ch R = 2 and A be a graded central simple R-algebra. Then IA 1 
is a central simple R-algebra. 
Proof. If A 1 = 0, then A0 = ]A] is clearly a central simple R-algebra. Let Al # 0. 
Since Ch R = 2, it is easy to see that Z(A) = Z(A). Thus JAI is central i.e. Z(A) = R 
and Z(A)nA1 = 0 and hence ]A] is central simple [9, Lemma 31. (Z(A) is a centre 
of IAI.) 
2.3 Theorem (C.T.C. Wall, [S, 5.51). Let A be a graded central simple R-algebra such 
that Z(A) nAl # 0. Then A0 is a central simple R-algebra and there exists u E 
Z(A)nAI with O#u’=cu~R and ACAo)= Z(A)=RORu, A1=Aou and A= 
A0 6 Z(A) as graded R-algebras. (Recall that if A, Bare graded R-algebras, R a ring, 
B c A, then An denotes the R-span of {a E hAlab = (-l)Ja’Jbba Vb E hB}.) 
2.4. Theorem (C.T.C. Wall, [8,5.5]). LetA be a graded centralsimple R-algebra such 
thatZ(A)n AI = 0. Assume AI # 0. Then 
(1) IA] is a central simple R-algebra and if Ch R # 2, there exists z E Z(A,) such 
that za = -az, Vu E AI * 0 # a = z* E R and Z(AJ = ACAO) = R 0 Rz. There is a 
graded R-vector space Wand a graded central division R-algebra D such that one of 
the following occurs. 
(i) WofOf W1,D1=O and A=ENDR W&D if a&R* and the field d= 
R - (0). 
(ii) WI = 0, DI f 0 and A = (EndR W) 6 D if d & R * and the field Z(AJ can be 
imbedded into D. 
(iii) WI = 0= DI and A a(EndR W) 6 D 6[(1, -cr)/R] if cy&d* and the 
field Z(AJ cannot be imbedded into D, where [(l, -a)/R] is a graded quaternian 
algebra with R-basis (1, x, y, xy} with ax = ay = 1 and relations x2 = 1, y* = -a and 
xy+yx=o. 
(2) IAl is a central simple R-algebra and if Ch R = 2, there exists z E Z(AO) with 
a=z*+z~R, A~={aEA]a=az+za} and Z(Ao)=A’Ao’=ROR~. There is a 
graded R-vector space Wand a graded central division R-algebra D such that one of 
the following occurs. 
(i) W,#O# WI, D1= 0 and A -ENDR W 6 D if CY E p(R) where p(R) = 
R2+R={r2+r]rER}. 
(ii) WI = 0, D1 # 0 and A 1: (EndR W) 6 D if a & p(R) and the field Z(AO) can 
be imbedded into D. 
(iii) WI = 0 = D1 and A = (EndR W) 6 D 6 [( 1, a)/R] if a g p(R) and the field 
Z(AO) cannot be imbedded into D, where [( 1, LY)/ R] is the graded algebra with R-basis 
{l,x,y,xy} with ax=ay=l andrelationsx*=l, y*=aandxy+yx=l. 
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2.5. Remark. Let A be a graded central simple R-algebra. Assume A I # 0. We say 
A is of odd type if Z(A) n A1 # 0 and of even type if Z(A) n A i = 0. If A is of odd 
type then the element u determined in 2.3 is well defined up to a scalar multiple and 
u2 = a E R is well defined as an element in the square class group d/d’ and we write 
S(A) = a E d/R’. If A is of even type and Ch R # 2, then cy determined in 2.4(l) is 
again well defined as an element of R/d’ and we write 6(A) = a. Finally if A is of 
even type and Ch R = 2, then cy determined in 2.4(2) is a well defined element of 
R/p(R). This a as an element of R/p(R) is denoted by S(A). If A1 = 0, then we say 
that A is of even type with z = 1, and S(A) = 1. 
2.6. Proposition [9, 3, 3’1. Let A, B be graded central simple R-algebras and 
C = A 6 B. Then C is a graded central simple R-algebra. Moreover 
(1) If Ch R # 2, S(C) = S(A) * 6(B), ifeitherA is ofeven type or B is ofeven type 
and S(C) = -S(A). S(B) ifboth A and B are of odd type. 
(2) If Ch R = 2, S(C) = 6(A) + S(B). (Note that in this case A and B are always of 
even type.) 
2.7. Proposition. Let, A, B be graded central simple R-algebras. Then 
(1) If A, B are of odd type, then A = B as graded R-algebras if and only if A0 = Bo 
and S(A) = S(B). 
(2) If A, B are of even type and S(A), 6(B) # 1 in R/d2 (6(A), S(B) # 0 in R/(R) 
in case Ch R = 2), then A =z B as graded algebras if and only if IAl = jB[ and 
S(A) = S(B). 
(3) FinallyifA,BareofeventypeandS(A)=6(B)=l (6(A)=6(B)=Oincase 
Ch R = 2), then A = B as graded R-algebras if and only if IAl = JBI and A, B 
determine the same unordered pair (dimR W,, dimR W,) where W is as in Proposition 
2.4 (i). 
This proposition is immediate from Propositions 2.3 and 2.4. 
We now generalize the structure theorems for graded Azumaya algebras over a 
semilocal ring with only idempotents 0 and 1. 
Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and A = A0 0 A1 be a graded R-algebra. For a 
maximal ideal m of R we can identify Ao/mAo and AlImA with (AO+ mA)lmA 
and (A1 + mA)/mA respectively (this is possible because A0 and A 1 are R-direct 
summands of A). Denote A/mA, (A, + mA)/mA and (A1 + mA)/mA by 2, AO, Ai 
respectively. Then A = & @ Ai is a graded R/m-algebra. If A is a graded Azumaya 
R-algebra, then A is a graded central simple R/m-algebra [S, 6.11. Also since IAl is 
R-separable [8,5.13] Z(A) is an R-direct summand of A and hence we can identify 
Z(A)/mZ(A) with (Z(A) + mA)/mA = Z(A) and Z(A) = Z(A) [3, 2.1.113. 
2.8. Proposition. Let R be a connected ring and let A = AoOAl be a graded 
Azumaya R-algebra. Assume A1 f 0. Then exactly one of Ao, IAl is an Azumaya 
R-algebra. 
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Proof. A0 and IAl are R-separable [8,5.13]. Now we claim that either A0 is central 
or IAl is central. 
Let m be a maximal idea1 of R. Then A = .&OAr is a graded central simple 
R/m-algebra. We show that AI f 0. For if A, = 0 i.e. AlImA = 0, then A, = mA1 
and hence by generalized Nakayama lemma 3r E m such that (1 - r)A I= 0. Now R 
has only idempotents 0 and 1 and A1 is finitely generated and projective R-module, 
hence A1 is a faithful R-module [3, 1.1.111 which implies that 1 -r=O. Thus 
1 = r E m, a contradiction. Therefore by Proposition 2.1 either & is a central simple 
R/m-algebra or ]A/ = m is a central simple R/m-algebra. 
Let &be a central simple R/m-algebra, so that 2(&J = .Z(A,) = R/m (note that 
A0 is R-separable). Now Z(AO) is an R-direct summand of A0 (A0 is Azumaya 
Z(AJ-algebra) hence Z(A,) is finitely generated projective R-module. Also since 
R has only idempotents 0 and 1, Z(Ao) is R-faithful and R-rank of Z(AO) is well 
defined [3,1.4.12], but then z(Ao) = R/m gives that rankRZ(Ao) = 1. Now Z(A,) is 
an R-algebra which is faithfully projective as an R-module, hence R is R-direct 
summand of Z(A,). Therefore rankRZ(AO) = 1 implies that Z(AO) = R or AC, is 
central. 
Similarly if ]A] is central simple, then (Al can be shown to be Azumaya R-algebra. 
Now if both A0 and (Al are Azumaya R-algebras, then &, IAl are central simple 
R/m-algebras which is impossible by Proposition 2.1. 
2.9. Proposition. Let R be a connected ring and 2 & R, where U(R) denotes the set of 
units of R. If A is a graded Azumaya R-algebra, then IAl is an Azumaya R-algebra. 
Proof. JAJ is R-separable [S, 5.131. Since 2 e U(R), 2 E m, for some maximal ideal m 
of R. Then R/m is a field of characteristic 2 and A is a central simple R/m-algebra of 
even type by 2.2. Thus Z(A) = R/m and arguing as in 2.8 we can show that Z(A) = R 
or IAl is R-central. 
2.10. Definition. Let R be a connected ring and A be a graded Azumaya R-algebra. 
As in the graded central simple case we will call A a graded Azumaya algebra of odd 
type if A r # 0 and A0 is Azumaya. If A 1 = 0 or A r # 0 and IA 1 is an Azumaya algebra 
then A is called a graded Azumaya algebra of even type. 
2.11. Theorem. Let R be a connected semilocal ring and A = AoOAl be a graded 
Azumaya R-algebra. Then 
(1) If A1 = 0, then A0 = IAl is an Azumaya R-algebra. 
(2) If A is of odd type, then there exists u E Z(A) nA, such that U*E U(R), 
A(*,’ = Z(A) = R 0 Ru, A1 = Aou, A = (AO) & A(*,’ as graded R-algebras and u is 
unique up to scalar multiplication. 
(3) If A is of even type, A1 # 0 and 2 # 0 in R, then there exists z E Z(Ao) such that 
z* E U(R) and za = -az, Vu E A*. Moreover if 2 E U(R), then A(*,) = Z(Ao) = R 0 
Rz and z is uniquely determined up to a scalar multiplication. 
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(4) If A is of even type, A1 # 0 and 2 = 0 in R, then 3r E .?(A,) with A1 = 
{a E Ala = az + zu}, z* + z E R and AcAo) = Z(A,,) = R 0 Rz. Finally if z’ E Z(AO) 
satisfies these properties, then z’ - z E R. 
Proof. (1) If A I = 0, then A0 = IAl is clearly an Azumaya algebra. 
(2) Let ml, m2,. . . , m, be the maximal ideals of R and let J be the Jacobson 
radical of R. Then A/JA tA/mlA 0. * *OA/m,A. Similarly 
After identifying Ao/JAo and AI/JAI with (Ao+JA)/JA and (Al +JA)/JA 
we denote A/JA, Ao/JAo and A1/JAl, by A, .& and A, respectively. Then 
A =.&@A, is R/J-Azumaya. Similarly Vk, we denote A/mkA, AolmkAo 
(=(Ao+mkA)/mkA) and Al+mkA1 (=(A1+mkA/mkA) by A”, & and A: 
respectively. Thus VkAk =Ak@A: is a graded central simple R/mk-algebra. 
Finally we identify A, &, and 2, with @CL=, Ai, @x;=1 A$ and @ELX1 A: 
respectively. 
Now Vk Ak is a graded central simple R/mk-algebra with A! Z 0 (see proof of 2.8) 
and & is central simple. Therefore by Theorem 2.3, 3ul, E z(Ak) n A: such that 
Of& E R 
mk' 
z(kik) =--&@$,,, ki: = /i&k. 
If we denote (uO, ul,. . . , u,)EA~ by t then we get A1 =A&. Also t EZ$) and 
Z(A) =@I;=, Z(xk) = (R/J)O(R/J)r (note that Vk, uk E Z(x’)). Now t E - 
Z(A)nA, =Z(A)nA1 (since A is R-separable Z(A) =m), and note that Z(A) 
is graded R-module). Choose u E Z(A) such that u’ = t where u’ = u + JA. If I(= LIO + 
u~foruoEAoandu~EA~thenu’=lio+u’~=~EA1andthus~o=O.Hencechooseu 
tobeulsothatwehaveuEZ(A)nA1andu’=t.ThuswegetAl=Ao~=~.Now 
A 1, AOu are finitely generated projective R-modules such that 
A,+JA A,,u+JA -= 
JA JA 
which implies A 1 = AOU + JA 1 and hence by Nakayama lemma A l = Aou. Similarly 
Z(A) = (R/J)O(R/J)u’ implies Z(A) = R ORu. Now Z(A) c AcAo), but A1 = Aou 
and u EZ(A) implies that AcAo)c Z(A), therefore Z(A) =AAo. Again 
(A,) 6 AcAo)=A as graded R-algebras [8,6.4] and hence A0 6 Z(A) -A as graded 
R-algebras. Also since u: # 0 Vk, u’* E U(R/J). But then u* E U(R). 
(3) Consider the mapping Y: A + A defined by Y(U) = a if a E A0 and v(a) = -a if 
a EAT. Y is an automorphism of graded algebra A. Now IAl is an Azumaya 
R-algebra and Pit R = 0 (R is a semilocal ring), hence v is an inner automorphism. 
Therefore 32 E A such that v(u) = zuz-’ , Vu E A. Since v preserves the grading z is 
a homogeneous unit [5,4.2]. Moreover v(z) = z and 2 # 0 in R and hence z E Ao. 
Also z* E Z(A) = R. But z is invertible giving that z* E U(R). If 2 E U(R) then by 
considering AIJA and using similar arguments as in (2) we get Z(A,) = R 0 Rz. Also 
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by definition of V, ACAo’~Z(Ao) and hence A’AO’=Z(Ao) =RORz. Finally if 
Z’E Z(A,) such that az’ = z’a, Vu E A I, then we claim that z’ = fir for p E R. Let 
z’ = CY + /3z for cy, p E R. For a E A1, uz’ = -z’a implies that ~CYU =0. Now 2 E U(R) 
and A 1 is faithful R-module (note that A 1 is finitely generated, projective and R has 
only idempotents 0 and 1) and hence CY = 0 giving z’ = flz for p E R. 
(4) Let 2 = 0 in R. Then the projection r: IAl * IAl defined by .rr(uo+ at) = al for 
a0 cAo, aI cAr is a derivation. Since ]A] is R-separable, rr is an inner derivation. 
Therefore 3z E A with al = uz + zu for all a = uo+ al E A. By definition of qr, 
z E Z(Ao) and z E R. Since r2 = r, az2 + z2u = uz + zu for all a E A, hence (Y = 
z* + z E Z(A) = R. Also AlAo) - Z(A,) is clear. Again by considering A/JA and 
using similar arguments as in (2) we have Z(A,) = R @Rz. Finally let Z’E Z(A,) such 
that U~=UZ’+Z’U VUEA. Let z’=(Y+~z for CY,@ER. For u~A,uz’+z’u=u 
implies that (1 -P)u = 0 and since A is faithful we get 1 -p = 0 or p = 1. Thus 
Z’=LY+Z andcrER. 
3. Cancellation theorem for graded central simple algebras 
By a graded central simple algebra, we always mean a finite dimensional graded 
central simple algebra. 
3.1. Lemma. Let A be a graded central simple algebra of odd type over a field R and 
M = MoOMl be u graded left A module such thut dimn M < CO. Then Ml = uM0 and 
dimR MO = dimR M1 where u is us in the Proposition 2.11. 
Proof. Since u E A1, uMoc M1. Let m E Ml then m = u20-‘m = u(ua-‘m) E uMo 
(cu=u*~R).ThusM,= uMO. Also C$J : MO + M1 defined by 4 (m) = urn, Vm E MO is 
an R -isomorphism giving, dimn MO = dimR M1. 
3.2. Lemma. Let A be a graded central simple algebra over a field R and let M, N be 
graded left A-modules such that dimR M < o;), dimn N < co and dimR M = dimn N. 
Then there exists a graded A-isomorphism of degree zero from M onto N. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, M = MoOuMo and N = NoBuN and dimn M = dimR N 
implies that dimR MO = dimR No. Now MO, No are Ao-modules such that dirnn MO = 
dimn NO and AO is a finite dimensional central simple R-algebra, hence there exists 
an Ao-isomorphism fo: MO+ No [6, 5.31. Define a map f: M+ N by f(mo+ uml) = 
fo(mo) + ufo(ml) for mo, m 1 E MO, then f is a graded A-isomorphism of degree 0. 
3.3. Proposition. Let R be a field and A, B be graded central simple R-algebras such 
that B 6 A* is of odd type. If f, g: B + A are graded R-algebra monomorphisms then 
there exists an inner automorphism 8 of A such that g = 8 0 f. 
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Proof. We can give A the structure of graded 3 & A* module viaf and g as follows. 
For b E B and a, x E hA define 
(bOa*)x=(-1) Ja ““f(b)xa and (b 0 a*)x = (-l)““‘a”g(b)xa. 
Denote these modules by At and A,. Then dimR At = dimR A,. Therefore by 3.2 
there exists a B @A*-isomorphism of degree zero from At onto A,; say h. Let 
h(l) = u, and h(u) = 1. Then we claim 
(a) au = 0 = au, 
(b) uu = 1 = UU, and 
(c) uf(b) = g(b)u Vb E B. 
If we take 8: A +A to be O(a) = (-l)JaJuuau-’ = uau-’ Vu EA, then 0 is an inner 
automorphism of A and g = 8 OJ 
Thus it is enough to prove claims (a), (b) and (c). For (a) it is enough to note that 
ah = 0. For (b) consider 
l=h(l-u)=h(l@u*. 1) = (10 v*)h(l) = (10 u*)u = uu 
and 
h(1) = u = (10 u*) . 1 =(l 0 u*)h(v) = h(l0 u* . u)= h(ou). 
Thus uu = uu = 1. Finally Vb E B, 
uf(b) = (1 Of(b)*). u = (1 @f(b)*)h(l) = h(1 @f(b)* . 1) 
=h(f(b))=h(bOl*~l)=bOl*~h(l)=bOl*~u=g(b)u, 
thus proving (c). 
3.4. Theorem. Let R be a field and A, B, C be graded central simple R-algebras 
satisfying one of the following conditions. 
(a) B, C are of odd type. 
(b) B, Care of even type such that 6(B) Z 1 (S(B) # 0 in case Ch R = 2). 
(c) B, C are of euen type such that S(B) = 1 (6(B) = 0 in case Ch R = 2) and 
dim= A0 # dimR A I. 
Then A 6 B = A & C =$ B = C as graded R-algebras. 
Proof. Let B, C be of odd type and q5 : A 6 B = A 6 C be an isomorphism of graded 
algebras. We have two monomorphisms of A into A 6 C namely 
f:A-+A&lo+A6C and g:A+A&lIs+A6B%AbC. 
Also A and A 6 C are graded central simple algebras satisfying the conditions of 
Proposition 3.3, hence there exists an inner automorphism 8 of A 6 C such that 
g = B 0 f. Therefore @[(A 6 C)“A’] = (A & C)g(A’. NOW 
(A 6 C)tcA’= 1A 6 C and (A 6 C)g’A’= 4(lA 6 B). 
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as graded R-algebras. 
Now let B, C be of even type. We give the proof in the case of Ch R # 2 and 
Ch R = 2 case can be proved similarly. Consider A* &A 6 B =A* 6 A 6 C. 
But 
A*6A=ENDRA and ENDRA6B=END~AOB 
as graded R-algebras [4,2.9] which gives ENDR A 0 B = ENDR A % C. Moreover 
ENDR A, B, C are central simple algebras in the ungraded sense and therefore by 
cancellation theorem for ungraded central simple algebras IBI = ICI. Also A & B = 
A 6 C implies that 6(B) = S(C). Thus IBI =ICI and S(B) = S(C). If S(B) # 1, then 
by Proposition 2.7 B ^- C as graded algebras. Finally let 6(B) = 1 and dimR A0 # 
dima AI. By structure theorem B f ENDR V 6 (D) and C = ENDR W 6 (D) 
where D is a central division algebra such that M,,(O) = IBI = ICI. Now 
ENDRA6B=ENDRA6C~END~A6END~V&D) 
= ENDR A 6 ENDa W 6 (D) + ENDa(A 0 V) 6 (D) 
=ENDR(A 0 W) 6 (D) 
as graded algebras. By Proposition 2.7 
(dimR(A 0 V),, dimR(A 0 V),) = (dimR(A 0 W),, dimR(A 0 W),) 
as unordered pairs. But dimR A0 f dimR A I, which gives that (dimR VO, dimR VI) = 
(dimR W,,, dimR WI) as unordered pairs. Therefore again by proposition 2.7, B = C 
as graded algebras. 
Remark. Let R be a field, Ch R # 2 and A, B, C be graded central simple algebras of 
even type such that dimR A0 = dimR A1 and S(B) = S(C) = 1 in R/R’ then cancel- 
lation theorem need not hold. 
For let A=ENDR(ROR), B =ENDR(RORc3’) and C=ENDR(R’*‘OR’*‘) 
whereR’“‘=R@R@- * * @R (n times). Denote R 0 Rc3’ = V,,@ VI = V and R’*‘O 
R’*‘= WOO WI = W. Hence 
A&B=ENDR(V@V) and A~C=ENDR(W@W). 
In the ungraded sense A 6 B -A 6 C because A 6 B = ENDR R"' =A 6 C (in 
the ungraded sense). Also (dimR V, dim R V) = (dimR W, dimR W). Therefore by 
Proposition 2.7 A 6 B 1~ A 6 C as graded R algebras. But B# C as graded 
algebras by Proposition 2.7 because (dimR Vo, dimR VI) = (1,3) f (2,2) = 
(dimR Wo, dimR WI). 
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4. Cancellation of graded Azumaya algebra 
4.1. Proposition. Let R be a field, A, B be graded central simple R-algebras and 
f, g: B --, A be monomorphisms of graded algebras such that one of the following 
conditions holds. 
(a) A and B are of opposite types (i.e. B is of odd type and A is of even type or B is of 
even type and A is of odd type). 
(b) A and B are of the same type and 6(A) # S(B). 
(c) A and B are of even type, S(A) = S(B) and dimR B. f dimR B1. 
(d) A andBare of odd type, S(A)=G(B), f(Z(B))cZ(A) and g(Z(b))cZ(A). 
Then there exists an inner automorphism 6 of A such that 0 0 f = g (i.e. 3 a 
homogeneous unit t E A such that g(b) = (-l)“b.d’tf(b)t-l, Vb E hB). 
Proof. If (a) holds then B 6 A* is of odd type and the result is already proved in this 
case (Proposition 3.3). 
Assume that A, B satisfy (b) or (c). We will give the proof in the case of 
Ch R 22. Ch R = 2 case follows similarly. Now f(B) and g(B) are graded central 
simple algebras contained in A and f (B) = g(B) = B as graded R-algebras. We claim 
that AI@) ,AR@’ as graded algebras. (AnB’ is the cornmutant of f(B) in A i.e. 
R-span of {a E hA 1 ax = (-l)Jo’Jxxa Vx E hf(B)}.) Consider 
(see [S, 6.41). Now A and B are of the same type so that A”” and AR’n’ are graded 
central simple algebras of even type. Moreover S(AnB’)# 1 if S(A)# 6(B) and 
6(A”*‘)= 1 if S(A) =6(B). Thus we have f(B) 6 AnB’=g(B) 6 A’@’ with f(B) = 
g(B) and S(AnB’)# 1 or 8(AnB’) = 1 and dimR Bof dimR B1. Therefore by 
Theorem 3.5(a) we get A’@)= AgcB' as graded R-algebras, Let the isomorphism be 
h. Then 
is an isomorphism of A which we denote by 8. Now 
8 of(b) = (gf-’ 0 h)(f(b) 0 1~) =g(b) 0 1~ = g(b). 
Finally 0 is an inner automorphism by [8,6.10]. 
Now let f(Z(B)) c Z(A) and g(Z(B)) c Z(A). By structure theorem for graded 
central simple algebras A = AoOAou and B = BoOBou’. Since 6(A) = 6(B) we can 
choose u and u’ so that U* = u’*. Also f, g: B + A are monomorphisms of graded 
algebras f(Bo) c A0 and g(Bo) c A,, and thus f, g induce monomorphism fo, go: B. + 
Ao. Now A0 and B. are central simple R-algebras and hence by Skolem Noether 
theorem for central simple algebras there exists an inner automorphism Bo: A0 + Ao, 
say by a E Ao, such that 00 0 fo = go. Since f(Z(B)) c Z(A) and g(Z(B)) c Z(A) we 
have f(u’) = ru and g(u’) = su for r, s E R. But then u’* = u* implies that r* = s* = 1 
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giyingthatf(u’)=*u andg(u’)=*u orf(u’)=&g(u’). If g(u’)=f(u’)&fhe ,g: A+ 
A by 
e(x) = (-l)Jn~Jxaxa-’ for all x E hA 
and if g(u’) = -f(u’), then define 8 by 
e(x) = (-1) J(au).JXa~ - x * (au)-’ for x E hA. 
Then 8 is an inner automorphism of A and t9 of= g. 
4.2. Proposition. Let R be a connected semilocal ring, A and B be graded Azumaya 
R-algebras of opposite types (i.e. A is of even type and B is of odd type or A is of odd type 
and B is of even type). Iff, g: B + A are monomorphisms of graded algebras, then there 
exists an inner automorphism 0 of A such that 0 0 f = g. 
Proof. Let ml, mz, . . . , m, be maximal ideals of R and J be the Jacobson radical of 
R. Then 
B B 
and -=- 
mB mlBQ 
If f, g induce algebra monomorphisms fkr gk: B/mkB + A/mkA, Vk such that f= __ 
(fly f2, . * . , fi) and g = (gi, gz, . . . , gr) where f, g are algebra homomorphisms 
induced by f and g. Now Vk, B/mkB and A/mkA are graded central simple 
R/mk-algebra satisfying condition (a) in 4.1, hence there exists an inner automor- 
phism 6, of A/mkA by a homogeneous unit of degree zero such that & 0 fk = gk. 
Then e = (e,, e2,. . . , &) is an inner automorphism of A/JA by a homogeneous unit 
of degree zero such that 8of= g. Let ii be a unit in A/JA, &7 = 0, such that 
&I) = (_l)Ja.Jafi&’ = fj&j-‘, tjd &. 
Let G = u + JA, u E hA. But then u is a homogeneous unit in A (note that JA is in the 
Jacobson radical of IAl). Let 8 be the inner automorphism defined by u i.e. 
e(a) = (-l)Ja~Juuuu-l = uau-* for a E hA. 
(Note&=O.)Then8of=~of=g. 
Now lB[ is R-separable. Therefore there exists an element e = 1 Xi 0 y” E 
B 0 B”, ae = 0 such that (10 b”)e = (b 63 1°)e for all b E B and x Xiy; = 1. Let t 
denote the image of e in A under the map 
where go: B”+Ao and pA:A@Ao +A are defined by g”(bo)= (g(b))’ and 
PA(U 0 6’) = u * 6. Thus f = zi 0f (xi)g(yi) and at = 0. Consider 
f = C g(~i)g(yd = c g(fiyi) = i 
i i 
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(note that 0 of= 2). This means I = l(mod /A). But then t is a unit in A. Also 
cl,4i[(0fO g”)(b 0 lo . e)] = k4[(Of 0 g”)(l 0 6’ * e)], 
i.e., 
1 fV(bxi)g(Yi) =T W(xi)g(Yib), 
I 
i.e., 
C fV(bWbi)g(Yi)=C W(Xi)g(Yi)g(b), 
I I 
i.e., 
efwt = tg(b) 0r g(b) = tef(b)t-1. 
But 
of(b) = (-l)““%f(b)U-i. 
Hence 
g(b) = (-l)J”‘“btUf(b)U-lt-l. 
Ifwetakez=tuanddefineanew8asB(a)=(-l)J”’J’zaz-’,Va~hA,thene~f=g. 
4.3. Proposition. Let R be a local ring (i.e. a ring with only one maximal ideal), A and 
B be graded Azumaya R-algebras and f, g: B --*A be monomorphisms of graded 
algebras such that one of the following conditions holds. 
(a) A and B are the same type and G(A/mA) # s(B/mB) for the maximal ideal m 
ofR. 
(b) A and B are of the same type, S(A/mA) = s(B/mB) for the maximal ideal m of 
R and ranka B. # rankR B,. 
(c) A and B are of odd type, s(A/mA) = s(B/mB) and f(Z(B))cZ(A) and 
g@(B)) c Z(A). 
Then there exists an inner automorphism 8 of A such that 8 0 f = g. 
Proof. Let m be the maximal ideal of R and J g: B/mB + A/mA be the maps 
induced by f and g. Now AImA, B/mB are graded central simple R/m-algebras 
satisfying one of the conditions (b)-(d) in the Proposition 4.1, hence there exists an 
inner automorphism 8 of A/mA such that 80 f= g. Let 0 # D E h(A/mA) such that 
,-c,)=(_ljJ&Jci----l uau , Vd E h (AImA). Let t7 = u + mA, u E hA. Then u is a unit in 
A. Define 8: A +A by @(a) = (-1)‘” 'Jaua~-*, Vu E hA, then 6 0 f= g. By the same 
argument as in Proposition 4.2 we prove that g(u) = tOf(a)t-‘, Vu E A where t E Ao. 
Therefore if we define another 0: A +A as 0(a) = (-l)Jo~Jz~u~-’ where z = tu, then 
eof=g. 
4.4. Theorem. Let R be a connected semilocal ring and A, B and C be graded 
Azumaya R-algebras such that C is of odd type (equivalently B is of odd type). Then 
A 6 B = A& C 3 B = C as graded R-algebras. 
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Proof. Let 4: A 6 B = A 6 C be an isomorphism of graded algebras. We have two 
monomorphisms of A into A 0 C namely 
f:A+A611c+A6C and g:A+A61s-‘A6B:A6C. 
NOW A and A 0 C satisfy the conditions of Proposition 4.2, hence there exists an 
inner automorphism 8 of A 6 C such that 8 0 f = g. Since 0 is an automorphism of 
A6Candeof=g, 
But 
B((A 6 C)“A’) = (A 6 C)g’A’. 
(A 6) C)IcA)= 1x6 C and (A 6 C)g’A’= (1A 6 B). 
Thus 
l~OC-~(lA6B)=lA6B or B-C’ 
as graded R-algebras. 
4.5. Theorem. Let R be a local ring and A, B, C be graded Azumaya R-algebras such 
that one of the following conditions holds. 
(a) Cis of even type, 6(C/mC) # 1 in the case of 2 E U(R) (6(C’/mC)#O in the 
case of 2 = 0 in R) for the maximal ideal m of R. 
(b) C is of euen type, 6(C/mC) = 1 in the case of 2 E U(R) (s(C/mC) = 0 in the 
case of 2 = 0 in R) for the maximal ideal m of R and rankR A0 # rankn A 1. 
Then A 6 B = A 6 C + B = C as graded R-algebras. 
Proof. Let 4: A 6 B =A 6 C. Then as in Theorem 4.4 there are two monomor- 
phisms of A into A 6 C say f, g. Now A, A 6 C are graded Azumaya algebras 
satisfying one of the conditions (a) and (b) in the Proposition 4.3, hence there exists 
an inner automorphism 8 of A 6 C such that g = 8 0 f. Therefore arguing as in 
Theorem 4.4 we have B I: C as graded algebras. 
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